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Résumé. 2014 Le coefficient d’absorption d’ondes ultrasonores longitudinales a été mesuré en fonc-
tion de la fréquence et de la température dans la phase nématique du p méthoxy p’ n butyl azoxy-
benzène (Licristal Merck IV). Pour des températures beaucoup plus basses que la température de
transition nématique-isotrope, la variation de l’absorption avec la fréquence obéit à une loi de rela-
xation unique. La variation thermique de la fréquence de relaxation peut être interprétée à partir
de l’isomérie de rotation dans les groupes terminaux flexibles des molécules.

Abstract. 2014 The attenuation coefficient of ultrasonic longitudinal waves in the nematic phase of
the p methoxy p’ n butyl azoxybenzene (Licristal Merck IV) has been measured as a function of both
frequency and temperature. For temperatures far below the nematic-isotropic transition, the fre-
quency dependence of the attenuation can be accounted for by a single relaxational process. The
temperature dependence of the relaxational frequency appears to support the assumption of rota-
tional isomerism in the flexible ends of the molecules.

The ultrasonic properties of liquid crystals have been
examined by several investigators [1-11]. Most of the
studies have been performed in the vicinity of the
nematic-isotropic transition temperature 7~ where the
sound wave propagation shows anomalous behaviour
characterized by a sharp maximum of the low fre-
quency attenuation and a sharp minimum of the
velocity. In that temperature range the ultrasonic

properties are characteristic of a multiply relaxing fluid.
The averaged relaxation frequency diverges at Tc.

Experiments performed on the p-methoxybenzyli-
dene p-n butyl aniline (MBBA) have shown that, even
at temperatures far below the transition temperature
(T  7c 2013 200) a strong relaxational contribution to
the attenuation still subsists, whose frequency depen-
dence is satisfactorily described by a single relaxa-
tion [7, 12].

This relaxational process has been assigned to the
perturbation by the sound wave of an intramolecular
equilibrium [12, 13]. The MBBA, as well as all the

(*) Work partially supported by D. R. M. E. Contract 71/034.

mesomorphic compounds, consists of molecules having
a rigid central part and two flexible end groups. Some
of the possible conformations of these end groups differ
in their free energy and then are acoustically effective.
The internal relaxational process was first assigned to a
cis-trans equilibrium of the methoxy group [12] (see
Fig. 1) by analogy with esters or vinyl-ethers where
relaxational processes have been observed in the range
of 1-100 MHz [14]. In those compounds, the barrier
for the rotation arises from the partial double bond

Para Methoxy p’n butylazoxybenzene ( Licristal Merck ISZ )

FIG. 1. - Molecules of MBBA and Licristal Merck IV. The
arrows indicate the acoustically effective rotational isomerisms.
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character of the C-0 bond owing to the delocalization
of the 7r electrons. In the molecule of MBBA, the vr

electrons are also delocalized owing to the conjugation.
However, as there are no steric interactions, the free
energy difference between the cis and trans forms should
be negligible and then, the ultrasonic attenuation would
be very small.
Another possibility which has been suggested by

Jahnig is that the relaxational process arises from trans-
gauche transitions in the butyl chain at the other end of
the molecules, the possible conformations correspond-
ing to those of pentane. As the paraffine chain has a
number of different energy levels one would expect a
distribution of relaxation frequencies except, if one
relaxation process is predominant in the available

frequency range. In pentane, the relaxation is assumed
to arise from the rotation between trans-gauche and
trans-trans conformations [15] (see Fig. 2).
A check of the validity of the assumption of rota-

tional isomerism can be obtained from the temperature
dependence of the relaxation frequency. One knows
from the theory of rate processes [16] that the characte-
ristic frequency of an internal two state equilibrium can
be given in terms of an increase in free energy AGb
on moving from the higher energy state to an inter-
mediate activated state

The entropy barrier ASb and the enthalpy barrier
AHb can be determined from the slope and intercept
of a graph of Log (fIT) against 103 / T.
Such a temperature dependence of the relaxation

frequency is not evident in MBBA where the dominant
effect in the whole range of temperature is the critical
one, the melting point (22 °C) being too close to the
clearing temperature (47 °C).

In order to separate the contribution to the ultra-
sonic attenuation arising from the internal process we
have investigated the acoustical properties of the p-
methoxy p’ n butyl azoxybenzene (Licristal Merck IV)
which has the same end groups as the MBBA (Fig. 1)
but is nematic in a much larger temperature range
(16 °C to 76 °C).
The sample investigated was purchased from the

Merck Company and used without further purification.
The attenuation measurements were performed with a
conventional pulse technique in the frequency range
5-155 MHz. The sample was unoriented.

Figure 3 shows the frequency dependence of the
quantity a/f 2 (oc sound attenuation, f frequency) at
T = 25 °C. The experimental data fits satisfactorily a
curve calculated from the well known relationship for a
single time relaxation process : 

.

FIG. 3. - Licristal Merck IV Plot of a/f 2 versus f (+) : experi-
mental data. The full line has been calculated from eq. (2).

In the temperature range 20 °C-41 ~C, when increas-
ing the temperature, the relaxational frequency
increases and the amplitude of the dispersion, that is,
the coefficient A, decreases, in contrast with the beha-
viour in the vicinity of the transition point where fr
(an averaged fr) and A respectively decrease and

increase critically with temperature.
In figure 4 we have plotted Log ( fr/T) againt 103/T.

One obtains a straight line of negative slope in accor-
dance with eq. (1).

FIG. 2. - Potential energy V(~p) as a function of angular dis-
placement ~p for internal rotation around the y(C-C) bond. The
trans-gauche+ and trans-gauche- levels are of equal energy.
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The slope and the intercept of the straight line, yields

OHb = 3 kcal/mole
A5b = - 11 cal/mole/K.

This value of AHb is in good agreement with that
obtained for pentane [17] (3.3 kcal/mole) by means of
infrared spectroscopy.

This agreement supports the assumption of confor-
mational changes in the butyl chain of the Licristal IV
molecule.

’~ 

The entropy barrier is not known for pentane, but its
magnitude is certainly much lower that the value found
in Licristal IV because the relaxation frequency of
pentane at room temperature is much higher and out of
the experimentally available range of frequencies [15],
[18]. In other words, for n-pentane, the graph of
Log (fIT) against 103/T would be a straight line

parallel to that on figure 4, but shifted upward. We
must then assume that a change in the entropy barrier
between states of different energy levels occurs when the

paraffinic chain is attached to a molecule belonging to a
nematic matrix. This effect is presumably related to the
considerable ordering of the end chains which has
been recently shown to exist in the mesomorphic
phases [19, 20]. In the light of these new results and
as pointed out by Jahnig [13], it now appears that
the conclusions reached in the study of MBBA and
especially those concerning the divergence of the
ultrasonic attenuation must be reexamined.
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wein for technical assistance.FIG. 4. - Licristal Merck IV Plot of log ( fr/T) versus 103/T.
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